6 benefits of a paperless
Prosecution solution
In a world where yesterday’s processes can’t solve tomorrow’s troubles, the speed of justice needs to increase to best serve and
protect the public. A respected choice for law firms, courts, and law enforcement agencies across the nation, ImageSoft’s Paperless
Prosecutor Solution is redefining how the criminal justice process operates: at maximum efficiency, with total transparency, and
completely in sync.

Immediate Access to Files and Notes
from Anywhere
Never hunt for a file again as staff can view case
files and notes simultaneously, even on mobile
devices. You can try your cases from a laptop
and provide real-time courtroom updates on
subpoenas.

Multi-Media Evidence Playback
For when you need to playback the moment of impact,
our multi-media evidence playback tool supports
criminal investigations by normalizing a variety of video
audio and metadata files, drag-drop-play functionality,
high-quality point-and-click video conversions, a tiled,
time-synced canvas playback of incidents, and more.

Integrated Warrant Manual
Accurately search and quickly select the right
state criminal codes to efficiently build and
review your cases and minimize process errors.

Workflow Integrates with Court Docket and
Law Enforcement

Law enforcement can electronically submit warrant
requests, supplemental reports and digital evidence.
Workflow ensures that incoming documents go to the
correct user. Touchless integration with the court’s
CMS syncs your case files with the court’s docket
calendar.

Charging Packets and Notifications
Generate all the necessary forms for a charging
event, including subpoenas, with the click of a
button. Once documents are uploaded to a
secure portal, law enforcement is notified via text
that a warrant for arrest or subpoena is waiting
to be served.

Electronic Discovery
Create redacted digital copies without
printing or re-copying, a
then electronically send them through a
secure, encrypted portal.

Read more at: www.imagesoftinc.com/prosecution

Redact documents on screen, and electronically sign,
certify and deliver them with a full audit trail.

